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DESCRIPTION
Purpose of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an exchanger for heating boilers of those formed of an 
external prismatic framework, a burner and an exhaust duct, characterized by comprising a 
block of tubes formed of a plurality of tube sections positioned against one another horizontally 
and vertically, separated at equal distances from one another and integrated in a prismatic 
housing, creating between them a closed circuit of water, leaving the tube sections free, 
forming different levels separated by deflectors in order to control the inflow and outflow of the 
gases produced by combustion, directing said gases as desired through the different levels, 
capturing the heat along the path of the gases in order to quickly heat the water in the circuit 
without losing calories and reducing fuel consumption as much as possible and thereby making 
the exchanger more environmentally friendly.

[0002] The invention disclosed has the advantage of providing a high heating efficiency with 
any type of fuel, as well as an increased lifetime as no maintenance is required.

Background of the Invention

[0003] All boilers consist of three parts: the burner, where combustion takes place and energy 
is released from the fuel; the exhaust, where combustion gases escape; and the boiler body or 
boiler itself, which is the vessel in which the heat exchange occurs and therefore where the 
water is heated.

[0004] A new technology is currently being implemented for saving fuel in boilers based on 
using any available opportunity to ensure using all the energy stored in the fuel, reducing heat 
losses when heating the water as much as possible to obtain high efficiencies.

[0005] This is achieved by several simple methods, one of which is using the latent heat of 
condensation, using the energy released by water when changing state from gas to liquid.

[0006] When combustion takes place steam is generated naturally. Old boilers wasted this 
steam by simply releasing it through the gas exhaust duct as if it were as useless gas; 
however, new condensation boilers use this steam, condensing it and using the energy 
obtained in the process to heat the water contained in the boiler.

[0007] To increase efficiency even further, some boilers limit the water temperature to about 
50 °C. This option increases the start-up time of the boiler but considerably reduces its 
consumption as a low power is required, as well as promoting condensation.
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[0008] According to the energy saving technology of patent ES2136609 a heating installation 
is disclosed that comprises a condensation catalyst that uses latent heat such that hot exhaust 
gases or fumes circulating in the condensation catalyst transfer their heat to the heating 
system water.

[0009] Another solution is provided in Spanish utility model U201130149, which describes a 
rustic stove formed of a rectangular prismatic body where at least the part considered the front 
has a zig-zag profile having a staggered profile which provides a means for deriving the heat 
generated by combustion, generally of wood, placed at a lower area of the stove body.

[0010] Two other solutions are disclosed in DE102006023639A1, which is considered the 
closest prior art, and GB2103351A. Both documents show heat exchangers formed of an 
external prismatic framework comprising a block of tubes positioned against one another 
horizontally and vertically and integrated in a prismatic housing with deflectors.

Description of the Invention

[0011] To provide a solution that provides significant saving of energy an exchanger for 
heating boilers has been designed characterized by comprising a block of tubes formed of a 
plurality of tube sections positioned against one another horizontally and vertically, separated 
at equal distances from one another and integrated in a prismatic housing with deflectors.

[0012] The block of tubes does not require any maintenance but can be removed to be 
cleaned or replaced.

[0013] The prismatic housing comprises two side walls folded at 90° and two base walls, front 
and rear, that incorporate recesses coinciding with the plurality of tube sections, which are 
inserted in the ends thereof, creating an inner chamber meant for the water circuit, 
incorporating on the top part thereof a connection for the hot water outlet and a bottom 
connection for the cold water inlet. The invention proposes a solution according to the features 
of claim 1. The deflectors se consist of a rectangular plate that can be moved as desired 
through side walls vertically positioned at the four ends of the prismatic housing. The deflectors 
can be oriented to increase or reduce the travel time of the gases inside the tubular block. 
When the burner flame is produced with any type of fuel, gases and fumes are generated 
instantaneously in the combustion. Said gases, directed by the position of the deflectors, rise 
and alternately enter and exit the various levels of tubes, transmitting the heat to the water 
circuit in the inner chamber and heating the water quickly, as the gases travel several meters 
until they are expelled through the gas exhaust duct.
By using the combustion gases and fumes through the circuit created by the various levels of 
tubes, a high efficiency is achieved as the water is heated simultaneously to start-up, resulting 
in significant energy savings.

Advantages of the Invention
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[0014] The heat exchanger for heating boilers of the invention disclosed herein provides 
several advantages over currently available exchangers, the most important one being that it 
comprises a plurality of tube sections horizontally and vertically positioned against one another 
and integrated in a prismatic housing, creating an inner chamber for the closed water circuit, 
having on the top part thereof a connection for hot water outlet and a bottom connection for 
water inlet.
Another no less important advantage is that the exchanger incorporates deflectors placed 
between side walls arranged vertically on the ends of the prismatic casing, which can be 
moved as desired.

[0015] Another important advantage is that the arrangement of the various levels of tubes 
separated by the deflectors create a conduct for alternate passage of the gases and fumes 
produced by combustion, heating the water simultaneously with the start-up and providing 
significant energy savings.

[0016] Lastly, a further advantage is that the exchanger is maintenance free and can be 
removed to be replaced or cleaned.

Description of the Drawings

[0017] To aid a better understanding of the subject matter of the present addition, the 
accompanying set of drawings represents a preferred practical embodiment thereof.

In said drawings figure 1 shows a perspective view of the exchanger for heating boilers.

Figure 2 shows a plan, elevation and profile view of the exchanger for heating boilers.

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of a boiler with the exchanger of the invention, showing 
the cycle of gases and fumes through the various levels formed by the tube sections.

Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional view of a boiler with the exchanger of the invention, showing 
the cycle of gases and fumes through the various levels formed by the tube sections.

Preferred embodiment of the invention

[0018] The exchanger for heating boilers consisting of an external prismatic framework (1), a 
burner (2) and a gas exhaust (3) the exchanger comprising a block of tubes (4) configured by 
a plurality of tube sections (5) positioned horizontally and vertically against one another, 
separated by equal distances and integrated in a prismatic housing (6) with deflectors (7).
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[0019] The prismatic housing (6) comprises two first side walls (8) folded at 90° and two front 
and rear walls (9) provided with recesses (10) coinciding with the plurality of tube sections (5), 
which are inserted in said recesses at the ends thereof, defining an inner chamber (11) meant 
for the water circuit, incorporating at its top part a hot water outlet connection (12) and a 
bottom cold water inlet connection (13).

[0020] The deflectors (7) consist of a rectangular plate that can be moved as desired through 
side walls (14) vertically positioned against the four ends of the prismatic housing (6).

REFERENCES CITED IN THE DESCRIPTION

This list of references cited by the applicant is for the reader's convenience only. It does not 
form part of the European patent document. Even though great care has been taken in 
compiling the references, errors or omissions cannot be excluded and the EPO disclaims all 
liability in this regard.

Patent documents cited in the description

• ES2136609 [00081
• ES201130149U 100991
• DE102006023639A1 [90161
• GB2103351A [99101
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i

Patentkrav

1. Varmeveksler til varmekedler af dem, der er dannet af en ekstern prismatisk 

5 ramme (1), en brænder (2) og en gasudstødning (3), hvor varmeveksleren

omfatter en rørblok (4), der er dannet af flere rørsektioner (5), søm er anbragt 

mod hinanden vandret og vertikalt, adskilt vod ens afstande fra hinanden og 

integreret i et prismatisk hus (6) med defiektorer (7), hvor det prssmatiske hus (6) 

omfatter to første sidevægge (8) foldet ved 90 ° og to for- og bagvægge (9) og

10 hvor defiektorerne (7) består af en rektangulær plade kendetegnet ved at

defiektorerne (7) kan bevæges som ønsket gennem andre sidevægge (14), som 

er anbragt vertikalt imod de fire ender af det prismatiske hus (6) for at øge eller 

reducere gasens rejsetid inden i den rørformede blok.

15 2. Varmeveksler til varmekedler ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved at de to for- og

bagvægge (9) indbefatter recesser (10), der sammenfalder med flerheden af 

rørsektioner (5), som er indsat i recesserne ved deres ender, hvilket skaber et 

indre kammer (11), der er beregnet til vandkredsløbet, som inkorporerer ved top 

delen deraf en udiøbsforbindelse (12) for varmt vand og en indløbsforbindelse

20 (13) ved bunden for koldt vand.
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FIG.4


